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 HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY                                                
If you are looking to save some cash when you garden (so you can buy more plants), consider 

these money-saving tips.  
1 Make Your Own Compost    (It's A Great Way to Recycle Food Debris) 
Making compost is easy and it’s a great way to recycle your vegetable and yard trimmings, transforming them 
into free fertilizer for your garden. With a compost bin or simply a small area of your yard where you can toss 
trimmings, you can create nutrient rich compost that your can spread on top of the soil in your yard to nourish 
your plants naturally.  
 
2 Propagate New Houseplants    (And Make Plants to Give as Gifts) 
Some houseplants are so easy to propagate, that you can save money by making your own cuttings and 
growing new plants for gifts for your family and friends. You can divide houseplants  And you can also root 
them in water, where they grow roots and can be replanted in soil.  
 
3 Make Your Own Planters    (DIY Fun with Pavers and Glue!) 
One of the best ways to save money is to make your own planters from paving stones you can pick up at any 
home improvement store. With some landscaping adhesive and toddler-level stacking ability, you can make a 
really cool planter. Make several. Get your kids to help.  
 
4 Pick the Right Plants for Your Garden    (So You Don't Have to Replace Them--Ouch!) 
When you buy plants, it’s important that you plant them in the right light and area in your yard so that they will 
look their best, giving you the best return on your investment.  
 
5 Mulch Your Beds and Borders    (You Can Even Mulch Containers!) 
Not only does mulching your garden keep your plants healthy by keeping the temperature and the moisture 
level of the soil more consistent, but mulch also helps keep weeds from sprouting in your garden. Weeds can 
drive a gardener crazy, but mulch helps suppress their growth, eliminating the need for buying herbicide weed 
killers. That's money saved. Plus, mulch is more natural. And if weeds are your nemesis,  
 
6 Buy Plants in Bulk   (See What You Can Do With a Lot of Color) 
If you have a large area to fill with blooming annuals, buying flats of plants may be the most economical way to 
get a mass of color for a minimum of cash. 
 

Karen at Costa Farms [info@costafarms.online]  Go to Costa's website to get so 
very interesting information! 

 
WANDA SCHMOYER and NANCY KOPP are going to teach a class in judging at shows for anyone 
interested.  Judges training is required yearly to stay current as a judge.  There is no test so it's not 
hard and you don't have to memorize everything. Even if you are not interested in judging, this class 
will show you what the judges are looking for from your blooms. The judges training class in Fort Myers 
at the Berne Davis building will be held March 31 from 10-noon. If you are interested, contact WANDA @ (239) 
848-7090. 

http://hendrychapterhibiscus.com/


In the latest issue of THE SEED POD, the house magazine of the American Hibiscus 
Society, our member MARSHA CRAWFORD had her findings on her method for 
propagating cuttings published.  She is going to do a demo at our April 18th annual picnic.  
All members attending will go home with a cutting ready to grow.  For the many new 
members who did not receive The Seed Pod, we are reprinting the article here. 

A NEW METHOD FOR PROPAGATING TROPICAL HIBISCUS 
by MARSHA D. CRAWFORD, JEH Chapter 

 For many years, the standard methods for propagating tropical Hibiscus have been grafting, rooting 
cuttings, or germinating seeds. Water as a rooting medium has had limited success with some of the more 
difficult varieties primarily due to rotting. Rooting cuttings using rooting hormones and rooting plugs in grow 
boxes is limiting due to the size of the cuttings and it can take 4-6 weeks to see results.   
  
 Using the following protocol that I have developed, the cuttings can be any size. I like branched cuttings 
about 10-12 inches that, when rooted and potted, result in a nice size plant with some shape. Depending on the 
plant, the initial root nodes can appear in as little as 24-36 hours. 
 
 MATERIALS NEEDED:  Clonex solution, Hydrogen Peroxide, Orca (a liquid Mycorrhiza), and small glass 
bottles or jars. I prefer small Starbucks Frappuccino bottles. Hydrogen Peroxide degrades over time.  I have 
achieved better results when the Hydrogen Peroxide is fresh. All of these products are readily available.  The 
Hydrogen Peroxide can be purchased in any drug or grocery store, but the best prices are 
at Sam’s Club or COSTCO where two 32 ounce bottles cost less than $2. The Clonex, Orca, 
and Great White (mentioned later) are more difficult to find, but Amazon sells all three. 
Prices vary. Please always read the instructions on the bottles, as many liquid products 
should be shaken before use. 
 
PROCESS: Select a healthy plant and cut off a 10-15” woody cutting. I like to use ones that are branched. 
Green cuttings do not work as well. 
  Remove most of the leaves and any buds. Roots will develop on fully leafed cuttings but it sometimes 
takes longer. 
 Wash the cutting thoroughly under running water.  
 Stand the cutting in a cup of Hydrogen Peroxide and let it soak for at least 15 minutes.  I occasionally 
leave them for an hour or more. 
 Mix the rooting solution: 2 teaspoons Clonex and 1/8 teaspoon Hydrogen Peroxide in a Quart of water. 
Pour about 2-3 inches of the solution into the rooting containers of choice. The cutting goes from the hydrogen 
peroxide into this solution. I keep the cuttings at a constant 78 degrees. The first thing to appear will be small 
white nodes which then elongate into roots. I had a Magic Mushroom that developed pronounced nodes in 24 
hours, but some may take a week or more.      
  It is important to change the solution at least once a week and more often if it starts to look cloudy. 
Every time I change the solution the cutting goes back into hydrogen peroxide to soak and the rooting 
container is thoroughly washed. I make up fresh solution every time it is changed.  
 
 As soon as the little nodes start elongating into roots, I add 1-2 drops of Orca to the solution. This gives 
the fledgling roots a real boost.  
 
Below is a Magic Mushroom cutting in a bottle of Clonex solution. 

 
    Here are the root nodes beginning to elongate 
into roots in 4 days. They initially developed in 24 hours.  This is rather 
remarkable as they usually take anywhere from several days to a week.  Do 
not give up if they do not develop this quickly. 



  
 Once the new roots are 2-3 mm long I transfer them to soil. If you let them get too long they are more 
likely to break off. I use Miracle Grow Moisture Control mix, which is very light and drains well. Fill a 4” 
pot and use a finger to make a hole that the cutting can go in without breaking the new roots. Add some more 
mix around the cutting and use a VERY GENTLE spray of water to settle the soil around the roots.   Because 
getting good root development is the key to success at this point, I now begin watering with a solution that 
contains both Orca and Great White, both Premium Mycorrhizae. The purpose of these products is 
to build a microbial system in and on plant roots which enhances the vibrancy of the root system 
and leads to increased plant growth and vigor. I carefully follow the instructions on both products. 
The Great White is a fine powder and calls for 1/2 teaspoon per gallon. It requires stirring. The 
Orca is a liquid and calls for 1-1 1/2 teaspoons per gallon. I only mix up the amount of solution 
needed. 
 The Night Runner shown below was rooted with no leaves at all in about 2 weeks. It was 
potted and had leaves developing in less than 1 week. This is exceptional because it usually takes much longer 
before you notice any growth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Venus Rising shown below was rooted with full leaves left on. Here are the roots in 2 weeks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Some of the plants that I have had success with at this time include: Black Dragon, Creole Belle, Crown 
Jellyfish, Double Dip, High Definition, Magic Mushroom, Magnifique, Night Runner, Ocean of Love, Pink on 
the Mountain, Simple Pleasures, Tahitian Orange Rainbow, Think Pink and Venus Rising. 
  
 I am very excited about this protocol.  You will know if a cutting is going to root in a very short period 
of time compared to rooting plugs or grafting.  While it may not be suitable for commercial propagation, it is a 
great way for the hobbyist to duplicate their plants and expand their collection.  I am having amazing results, 
but readers should know that this is all very new and still a work in progress. Individual results are going to vary 
MARSHA D. CRAWFORD, Vice President of the James E. Hendry Chapter  11-15-2019 

SEE MARSHA'S DEMO APRIL 18th AT OUR ANNUAL PICNIC! 

90 DAYS FROM PRUNE TO BLOOM!  OUR SHOW IS JUNE 7th 
       A reminder that all MEMBERS upon production of a valid and current JEH membership card will receive a 

10 % discount at Riverland Nursery and Garden Center  located at 13005 Palm Beach Blvd., Ft. Myers  
33905 as well as a 10% discount at the Green Thumb Hydroponics Store  ( only excludes bagged soil  at 

Green Thumb ) located at 17031 N. Tamiami Trail, North Fort Myers 33903. ( Green Thumb sells "Super 
Nova", products for pest control , " Clonex Solution",  "Clonex" and other types of rooting hormone, "Great 

White" for a blast of roots in plants, seed domes etc.( New members can consider in a cost sharing of supplies, 
particularly with the liquid products ).  

   Kindly ask that members remember to recycle their plastic liner pots including 3 , 2 and 1 
gallon pots and bring to our next meeting on March 8th    Many thanks.   Micki D.  
 
Many of these products are the ones MARSHA uses for her rooting program.  They are also available from Amazon 



  HY’S WAY FOR MARCH 

          When you prune, be sure to prune away branches that are broken but still hanging onto the plant. Keep 
dead wood pruned off your hibiscus plants. To tell if wood is dead scratch the surface of branch  with a 
fingernail. If the wood under the bark is bright green, it is still alive.  If it is any other color (usually brown), it is 
dead. Prune it off the plant.                                                                                                                                                          
Do not be concerned if you have to prune flower buds – the plant will form three new branches for every 
branch pruned.  Blooms appear on new shoots, not on old wood.  Purpose of pruning is to shape plant and to 
open the center of the bush to allow sunlight and air into the center of the bush.  Pruning is used to shape 
future growth, invigorate old plants, manage plant size and get rid of diseased and damaged wood. 
           It is important to apply at least a three inch layer of mulch to the hibiscus bed. This helps keep a more 
constant temperature and a more constant level of moisture.  Mulch prevents weeds and it provides a constant 
source for renewal of organic matter, as it disintegrates into the soil.  You should add enough mulch each 
March to keep a three inch layer. When you apply mulch, keep several inches around plant trunk free of 
mulch so as to avoid root rot.  Root rot occurs if the area where the trunk meets the soil is kept always wet.  If 
mulch becomes compacted in the bed, break it apart with a pitchfork. 
Hy's advice was given to the chapter several years ago before he passed away.  All his sage advice is contained 
in his wonderful book HIBISCUS FOR YOUR GARDEN, IN-GROUND AND CONTAINER, MONTH-
BY-MONTH HIBISCUS CARE.  Book is available at Chapter meetings or by contacting 
barbaramo@earthlink.net. 

   A WORD ABOUT PRUNING from Robert Gerlich, S.J.,NEW ORLEANS                             
The trick is to cut the plant back early enough so that it has the maximum amount of 
time to recover before the show season begins. If one waits too long, it could be mid-summer 
before the plant starts producing blooms and then the heat becomes a problem. If one prunes too 
early, the new growth can be easily damaged by a late frost or a sudden cold snap. 

THE LAST WORD ON PRUNING                                                        Hibiscus Care                    

Hidden Valley Hibiscus [news@hiddenvalleyhibiscus.com] 
 Here in Southern California and across most of the southern states, pruning time is here. If danger of frost has 
passed for your area, now is the best time to prune. If you are still in danger of frost, wait until it's a bit warmer. Frost 
falling on newly pruned branches really slows down their regrowth, and can actually make the tips start to die back and 
set up an infection.                                                                                                                                                                                            
 Ideally, we will all prune just as soon as the frost danger is past, just before the spring warm-up begins. This way, 
our hibiscus plants can get the full benefit of all the spring warming phase to grow the maximum number of new branches. 
Remember, the more branches your hibiscus have, the more flowers you'll get, since each branch tends to produce 1-2 
flowers at a time on its growing tip                                                                                                                                                      
 For beginners, or for hibiscus that are growing in places with shorter summers, the basic rule is to try not to prune 
off more than 1/3 of each branch. Make sure you leave several green leaves on each branch. You don't want to kill any 
branches by starving them too much 
   
GOLDEN RULES FOR LIVING by MIRIAM HAMILTON KEARE from ANNIE'S MAILBOX                                        
1.   If you open it, close it.                                                                                                                                                           
2.   If you turn it on, turn it off.                                                                                                                                                 
3.   If you unlock it, lock it up.                                                                                                                                                                 
4.   If you break it, admit it.                                                                                                                                                                   
5.   If you can't fix it, call in someone who can.                                                                                                            
6.   If you borrow it, return it.                                                                                                                                                                        
7.   If you value it, take care of it.                                                                                                                                                
8.   If you make a mess, clean it up.                                                                                                                                                         
9.   If you move it, put it back. 
10. If it belongs to someone else, get permission to use it. 
11. If you don't know how to operate it, leave it alone. 
12. If it's none of your business, don't ask questions. 

 

 



MINUTES OF THE JAMES E, HENDRY GENERAL MEETING    2/9/2020 
 Meeting was called to order at 2:05.  There were 46 members and guests in attendance, including 
many of the new members from the January plant sale. 
 Secretary report:  Minutes published of the January meeting were published in the February newsletter.  
There were no corrections. 
 Treasurer report:  38 memberships came from the plant sale.  The treasury is healthy.  We are once 
again donating $1500 to WES ROWE's Faith Garden workers in the form of 3 $500 scholarships.  
 NANCY KOPP reported that JEH members won 10 top table awards at the Florida State Fair Hibiscus 
Show. VALERIE COSTA won 2, MICKI DOUGHERTY won 5, NANCY KOPP won 2,  BETH MEEHAN had 1. 
 MARSHA CRAWFORD showed plants she has started with her latest propagation method and told the 
group that she would demo the process at the April 18th picnic. 
 PAUL ZINSZER showed his method of rooting cuttings using bleach for the cleansing process and 
planting many cuttings deep in a large pot.  He mentioned A M Leonard as a good supply source for 
gardeners. 
 
TERRY MARTIN announced winners of the mini show.  They were: 
double    So Fine     MERRILY WALTER 
single    Madame Dupont    LYSSA LOTT 
mini double   Blueberry                DIANNE ZINSZER 
mini single   Hawaiian Salmon               NANCY KOPP 
seedling   not yet named-FRANK  
    HEFFERNAN seed               CHARLOTTE HARFF 
 
New members introduced themselves.  One of the new members, ALAN SCHULMAN, was our speaker. ALAN 
purchased 51 3 gallon hibiscus from JEH to plant in History Park in Punta Gorda.  He is a snowbird originally 
from Chicago who loves to garden alongside his wife BARBARA. They have personally turned garden beds of 
weeds into colorful beds of flowers. ALAN showed pictures of their lovely gardens. 
 MICKI DOUGHERTY gave hand-outs on cross sections of hibiscus showing the different parts of a 
hibiscus.  She explained hybridizing to the group. 
 BETH MEEHAN introduced a by-law change suggested by the board to cut the number of board 
members to three from five with the four officers remaining the same.  By-laws CHANGE need to be presented 
to the general membership a month before the membership votes on the issue. 
 Meeting was adjourned at 3:45. 
 50-50 was won by ELLEN GRANT  Many plants 
were raffled 
 Submitted by barbara oster, Secretary 

 

          

 
 

 
SAVE THE DATE:  MARCH 8 - our next general meeting-set your clock ahead Saturday! 
     MARCH 13 - Garden Council Meeting, Friday, March 13 at 9 AM with Vanessa 
Hazelton, Master Gardener as speaker on "PLANT THIS, NOT THAT".  Meeting place is Berne Davis 
Botanical Garden, 2166 Virginia Avenue, Fort Myers. 

      APRIL 18 - our annual potluck picnic held at Lakes Park 
      MAY 9 (Saturday) - our May Show Prep meeting 
      MAY 10 - Show and Plant Sale in Punta Gorda 
      JUNE 6 -SHOW SET-UP    JUNE 7 - JEH 69th ANNUAL SHOW 



GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING - MARCH 8th 
Meeting held at Berne Davis Botanical Garden, 2166 Virginia Avenue, Fort Myers 

Bring your blooms!  Set-up of the mini show begins at 1:30.  Refreshments are served.                    
Short meeting at 2:00 

Speaker, KEN BOYCE followed by HIBISCUS Q & A 

OUR MARCH 8TH MEETING SPEAKER  - KEN BOYCE 
Ken Boyce, the developer of K & K super-Blend Fertilizer, will be our speaker. 
 The K & K Super-Blend™, was developed as an exciting innovative, all natural, ECO-
FRIENDLY and BIO-DEGRADABLE Fertilizer, the composition of which is totally organic and can be 
used year round, with no restrictions, satisfying various climates and soil needs.  
See https://kksuperblend.com for further information on K & K Super-Blend 
 
 

February in Your Garden 
 Prune roses this month to remove damaged canes and improve the 
overall form. After pruning, you can fertilize and apply a fresh layer of mulch. Blooming will begin 8-9 
weeks after pruning. Now's the time to plant watermelon, plus many other edibles. Annuals to plant 
now in South Florida are impatiens, verbena, strawflower, and lobelia. 
 
                                         MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT JACK BERNATZ  
 Wow!!  
 What an information packed General Meeting we had on the 9th of February.  46 of us 
gathered to take in a wealth of information, prepared and shared by many. i would like to thank 
members for sharing their gardening expertise in a variety of subjects. 
 Alan Schulman for his presentation of History Park in Punta Gorda, from the time of his involvement 3+ 
years ago. He presented the opportunity to our group to volunteer if time would allow. thanks also to other 
contributing members: Marsha Crawford who reviewed her tried and true method of starting plants from 
cuttings:  Micki Dougherty for her explanation of hybridizing along with cross sectional examples to aid in our 
understanding; Paul Zinszer for his explanation of cloning by rooting cuttings in special formula soil with 
additives, and sheltered environment. 
 It’s such a pleasure to participate in an open casual forum of information sharing and receiving. Along 
with the sharing of information, we were fortunate to have many new members in attendance, a large number 
of them were the recipients of raffle plants. 
 We welcomed a report from our members that participated in the hibiscus show at the Florida State 
Fair. Nancy Kopp, Micki Dougherty, Beth Meehan, and Valarie Costa won head table awards. Excellent 
representation from our Chapter. 
 Our Mini Show of blooms was a picture perfect example that we are doing something right In our efforts 
to further the sharing of the Beautiful Hibiscus Flower!! 
 Thank you Valarie for your excellent photos capturing our special moments. 
Safe Gardening. Hope to see all of you at our March 8th General Meeting. 
Jack 

 

www.hendrychapterhibiscus.com  our very own website manned by our very own 

CHARLOTTE HARFF. An excellent site! 
 

Quote of the Day" 
"Be the reason someone smiles. Be the reason someone feels loved and believes in 

the goodness in people." 
- Roy T. Bennett 

 
barbara oster, editor 

http://www.ufl.edu/
https://kksuperblend.com/

